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mistress definition meaning merriam webster May 18 2024
the meaning of mistress is a woman who has power authority or ownership how to use mistress in a sentence

what is the male equivalent of mistress in formal english Apr 17
2024
in common use the male equivalent of mistress is lover or boyfriend those aren t exact equivalents though
mistress is usually used for the unmarried girlfriend of a married man who is supporting her financially

mistress definition meaning dictionary com Mar 16 2024
mistress definition a woman who most often secretly has an ongoing sexual relationship with and sometimes is
financially supported by someone who is openly married to engaged to or living with another person see
examples of mistress used in a sentence

mistress english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 15 2024
mistress definition 1 a woman who has control over or responsibility for someone or something 2 a female
school learn more
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mistress definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 14
2024
mistress meaning 1 a woman who has control over or responsibility for someone or something 2 a female
school learn more

mistress definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 13
2023
a woman who has an illicit affair that is a sexual relationship with someone she s not married to is also called a
mistress it s a somewhat old fashioned word it s one sided sexist and often suggests financial support in
exchange for sexual favors

mistress noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 12
2023
noun ˈmɪstrəs a person s usually a married man s mistress is a woman that they have a regular sexual
relationship with and who is not their wife it was considered quite normal for a man to have a mistress when
do i cease to be your mistress and become your wife topics family and relationships c2 oxford collocations
dictionary
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mistress noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 11
2023
of something formal a woman who is in a position of authority or control or who is highly skilled in something
she wants to be mistress of her own affairs to organize her own life she is the mistress of plain speech
compare master see mistress in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation mistress

mistress definition of mistress by the free dictionary Sep 10 2023
ˈmɪstrɪs n 1 a woman who has a continuing extramarital sexual relationship with a man 2 a woman in a position
of authority ownership or control such as the head of a household 3 a woman or female personification having
control over something specified she was mistress of her own destiny 4

mistress definition in american english collins english Aug 09
2023
mistress in american english ˈmɪstrɪs noun 1 a woman who rules others or has control authority or power over
something specif a a woman who is head of a household or institution b

mistress lover wikipedia Jul 08 2023
madame de pompadour mistress of louis xv of france c 1756 a mistress is a woman who is in a relatively long
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term sexual and romantic relationship with someone who is married to a different person

the disadvantages of having a mistress psychology today Jun 07
2023
having a mistress especially a younger mistress may feel enervating particularly for an older man but the
newness of the relationship may increase the expectations of both parties

10 inevitable things that result from being a mistress May 06 2023
here are 10 things that are guaranteed to happen as a result of a being a mistress 1 he will sleep with both you
and his wife he may even admit it and you will think it s just temporary as

mistress definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 05 2023
mistress meaning 1 a woman who has control or power over others such as 2 a woman who has a servant

mistress and other words that only apply to women Mar 04 2023
mistress they argue almost always labels a woman as an outsider a seductress a threat mistress paints women
as being solely responsible for the transgression of having an affair while also framing them as submissive to
the wills of their male lover
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history of a deeply complex word the many meanings of mistress
Feb 03 2023
but by the 15th century there s an evolution of the meaning and we see that mistress starts getting used in
romantic context to refer to a man s beloved or sweetheart

life of a mistress tv series 2018 episode list imdb Jan 02 2023
polina is a beautiful carefree nobleman s daughter her father throws a birthday ball to attract suitors but has a
heart attack a self serving notary has the ill man sign freedom papers for servant girl tatiana casting polina to
fate

mr mrs miss and ms what they mean and how to use them Dec 01
2022
mr and mrs are typically used as titles or honorifics before a person s name to show respect traditionally mr is
used before the names of men and boys while mrs is used before the names of married women the contraction
mr has been used since the 1500s mr was used as a shortening of master a title used for men of high authority

3 ways to be a mistress wikihow Oct 31 2022
if you want to become a mistress you ll need to embrace the fact that you will be a secret and that most likely
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your lover will have to be a secret from your friends and family too this means no cute couples photos few
outdoor activities and keeping your personal life to yourself

what s the male version of a mistress and other relationship Sep
29 2022
the word mistress for example has no male equivalent there s no opposite to the other woman and that
influences behavior
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